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In 160 pages, the fascinating personalities and secrets of
the historic protagonists of art…

The reader discovers a wide range of human, technical
and historical facets of the world’s greatest artists, for a
fresh look at the beauty of their works and a close glimpse
at their everyday lives: from the most “maudits” to the
most complacent, the books gradually unveil the secret
threads of passions, the love of art, the desire for commu-
nication and expression, the ability to capture and repre-
sent the deepest sentiments of human existence.
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Panorama, 
Donna Moderna,
Sorrisi e Canzoni TV
(Italy)

PLAN OF THE WORK 

> CARAVAGGIO
> VAN GOGH
> RAPHAEL
> MONET
> GOYA
> TITIAN
> RENOIR
> BOTTICELLI
> GAUGUIN
> LEONARDO

> DEGAS
> REMBRANDT
> PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA
> MANET
> CÉZANNE
> CANALETTO
> TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
> MANTEGNA
> GIOTTO
> MICHELANGELO

> VAN EYCK
> BRUEGEL
> VERMEER
> PERUGINO
> TIEPOLO
> VELÁZQUEZ
> DÜRER
> TURNER
> BOSCH
> TINTORETTO
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BINDING paperbound with box

MATERIALS coated paper

WORDS OF TEXT 32.000

From Caravaggio to Rembrandt, Van Gogh 
to Raphael, Leonardo to Gauguin: the most
beautiful chapters in the history of art, in a
series of thirty precious volumes to read,
browse, admire and collect. The series 
offers readers an extraordinary voyage in 
the company of great artists, presented in 
a clear, direct way, describing their great
talents and everyday foibles. 
The splendid images of all the main works 
by each artist enrich the volumes and
combine in an “ideal museum” containing 
all the masterpieces of art history. 
The very up-to-date, rigorous selection 
of images reflects even the most recent

results of restorations, as well as surprising
critical discoveries.
Each book also includes a biography 
of the artist and a fine selection of works, 
all with clear commentary in useful profiles. 
The images are accompanied by a complete,
innovative collection of documentary
information, anecdotes, curiosities,
eyewitness accounts and technical secrets, 
to also illustrate the human side of genius.
The critical apparati for reference (chronology,
anthology of critical writings, bibliography)
make this series an indispensable, up-to-
date source of information and enjoyment 
for the whole family.


